
JUSTINA SANDERS
8511 County Road 230 Cecil, OH 45821 · 567-344-1012

Nikki_sanders10@yahoo.com

As a Process Technician I plan to further my education into Chemical Engineering and achieve Six Sigma Black Belt certification. I am motivated and 
dedicated to improving processes based upon Six Sigma values and ideas and thoughts of the people directly and indirectly impacted by improvements. 
Coordinating information throughout all managers and engineers provide smooth and organized projects, improvements, launches, and knowledgeable 
work force.   Please see LinkedIn Profile with other information @ www.linkedin.com/in/justina-sanders-5b797a91 

EXPERIENCE

8/2018 – CURRENT
PROCESS TECHNICIAN, THERMATRU DOORS
As a Process Technician I am responsible for my area’s OEE performance. Driving down performance issues as well as downtime for better output. Managing maintenance tasks and 
ensuring preventative maintenance is done with the highest quality as well as reporting and coordinating work with production and maintenance. I evaluate KPI across the doorlines and 
ensure that we are operating at optimal level and if not what improvements can be made within the budget to reduce cycle time while not sacrificing quality.  

8/16 – 8/18
CNC PROGRAMMER, THERMATRU DOORS
As a CNC Programmer it is my responsibility to maintain timely approvals, customer satisfaction, communications and team work to create special requests. Maintaining a controlled 
schedule to ship product in a timely fashion with quality over quantity in mind. Coordinating projects from a leadership standpoint. Continuous improvement as well as data collection and 
analysis using many kinds of software. Inventory control, team meetings, and reviews to ensure that projects are aligning with goals within the project scope. 

9/15-8/16
MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATE, THERMATRU DOORS
Temp Agency associate, started in BPO Lowes. Wood spider delivering product to the line in a fast-paced environment. Part code recognition and color recognition based upon request 
information. Molding associate, SMC identification, molds, defect identification. Understanding fallout from molding and in other areas of the plant. 

1/13 – 9/15
CNC MACHINIST, TRELLEBORG SEALING SOLUTIONS
As a CNC machinist I was responsible for the manual set up of different types of lathes. Okuma and Mazak were the main machines on the production floor. Knowing g-code programming 
was essential to the job, management of jobs, allocating resources based on skills needed and operations needed, scheduling and on time delivery of product. Aeronautical seals and other 
seals requiring precision and accuracy. Reproducibility and Repeatability was very important.
 

EDUCATION

08/2016-CURRENT
ASSOCIATES IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, IVY TECH
GPA- 3.5

05/2013
HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA, ANTWERP LOCAL SCHOOL
GPA- 3.6 
College Prep Courses

SKILLS

 Yellow Belt Six Sigma Certified/Green Belt In process

 Product Launch Coordination

 Quality

 Cross Functional Team Support/Resource

 Leadership

 Communication

 Organization/Execution

 Stabilize, optimization, innovation. 

 Software knowledge
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